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Hardy and Ramsnujan” proved that v(m) is almost always log logn,
i.e. t,hat for a,ny positive E there a’re only o(n) integers ?)t<n for which
eit,her u(m) > ( 1+ E)log log rL or v (nz) ( ( 1- c) log log n.
We use the following notation:
1. 27 denotes the closed interval

[(log.~~)~, G’s*0g’1)-3],

2. u’(m) the number of different prime factors of ~a in T,
3. 21, !72,a**, qe symbols for the VUprimes q of T,
4. a,, u2, .*. the integers composed of q(,
5. q,
(Ii (k <

up, . . , the integers whose factors are powers of E different

2 lOglOg?Z),

6. A(m) the greatest a, contained

in m,

7. r/;, the number of integers nz < n for which A (m) is an u(k),
8. cl, c2, . . . absolute constants,
9‘

xd;

from the formula .f,

$ = log log y+cI-+o(

- 4 log log log n-log
dately follows that x = log log 1%
We require four lemmas.
LEMMA 1.

The nmnber of integers

nl

6+ 0 ( 1).

<n for which

u(m)- u’(m) > (log log log n)2
is o(m).
We evidently

have

= O(n logIoglogn),
which implies Lemma

1.

LEMMA 2.
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is extefided

Oheorem we see t,hat the

coefficient of the terms whose denominator is a square-free a@) is 1,
but the other terms contain in their denominator the square of a q, i.e. a
square great,er than (log n)ls and have coefficients less than 1. Finally, the
denominators are all less t(han n 2/(1°~l”@a)‘,since k < 2 log log n. Thus

and hence
which establishes Lemma 2.
LEMMA

3.

First we evaluate the number of integers m < n for which A @a) = aik).
The number of t,he nz <n divisible by the square of a q is less than
If m is not divisible by the square of a q, d(m) is
” ifi=o(&).
sqwre-free, and the number of the m for which d(m) = ap) is equal to
the number z of integers

no one of which is divisible by a q.
have

We calculate x by Brun’s method.

We
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so that we have

x=

5 (-l)TSP,
9=0

(1’)

Now, evidently,

but

zz
2> 10 log logn

a,<

z
r>

10 log log n

n
St-’ < cr!‘i)
1.

Iz+
i
_II

Is
1: > 10 log

n
(loglogn)’
<a!k,2 r> 10 clog log n
T!
2neio1”g10gn(10 loglogn+
<

log R

2n
((21”’

)’
>

T!

(loglogn)r~Ol%~~6~1

[lo loglogn]!

1) <

2n

since
Hence, from (l’), on noting the right-hand
omitting the square brackets, we obtain

inequalities

the v term amrising from a possible error 1+-v+

in (2) and (3) and

up to 10loglogn
( ; >6.m.

terms.
From (3), (4), and l+u < n~“g10glt)-5, we obtain

(5)
Now we have
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Thus

From

(6) vve easily obtain

+o(~Iol:log~~$)+O(&p
2

) ’ 0)

since the number of the squa’re-free oJk)< n is less than
(1 fv)” < nlo/Bo~lod 3
and finally,

from Lemma 2 and from

Uk=ne+

we have

$+o($$).

(8)

Thus Lemma 3 is proved.
LEMMA 4.
Qn+o(n).

The number of integers m <a for which v’(m) > loglogn

is

Evidently u’ (m) = v [A (m)] ; tl IUS we have only to consider the integers
for which v [A (m)] > log log 12.
First we prove that the number of integers for which v[A (m)] > x is
@+0(n), i.e.
I; u, = 2pb+o(n).
k>X
Since

5 d(r) = O(n logn),

r=l

v(m) > 2 loglogn

the number of integers m f n for which

is O(n logn,12210g10g’t)= O(N), so that we have to prove
k< 2 log log 12
Iz
U,

&+0(n),

=

kzz

i.e., by Lemma 3,
ne+
But it is known

k<!2logloglz
YE
k>x

$t
p

.

= &+0(n).

that*
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2x2 log
lo&!
R,i!log1%%(2log logn+

$2 log log n
$2

?$>2g10gn
k!
<

[2 log log?%]! <

~210glogn(~og

2e21~gloy2 log lognfl)

= o(eZ)
3

2” log log n

and (9) is an immediat,e consequence of (10) and (11).
to prove that there are only o(n) integers m < n for which
5 <v’(m)

1)

logn)‘loglon9&

We now have

.<loglogn.

From Lemma 3 we see that, since xkjk! assumes its masimum value for
k = [xl, the number of integers m <n for which v’(m) = k is, by Stirling’s
formula, at the utmost

ne-” f$ +o ($&)

< y;.

Hence the number of integers m < ~-2for which I(:< V’ (~1) < loglog,rt is
0 -$
(

(log log+-x)

>

= 0

n log
i

log log n)
(log log n)+ > = o(n)’

which completes Dhe proof of Lemma 4.
We now proceed to prove our main theorem.
By Lemma 4, we have only to prove that the number of integers
m <n for which G(m) Gloglogn
but v(m) > loglogn is o(n).
We divide these integers into two classes.
In the first class are the integers for which
u’(m) < loglog,n-

(logloglogn)~.

For these, v(m)-v’(m) > (logloglogn)s,
and so, from Lemma
number of them is o(n).
For the integers of t,he second class

1, Dhe

log log n-- (log log log la)2 < V’ (m) < log log n.
From (12), it follows t)hat the number of them is less than
3.

( (log log logn)?+ 1) = 0 (n(l($;$;T;)2)

= o(n).

Thus our theorem is established.
In consequence of the exceedingly slow increase of log logn we ca,n
easily deduce from our theorem that the number of integers vz 6 n for
wl.$ch u(m) > loglogm is also @So(n),

KOTE
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Let f(m) be the number
We easily
counted multiply.
t:hat the number of integers
.m, a,nd from this it is clear
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of prime factors of WA,multiple factors being
deduce that for every E there exists a c3 such
?n < n for which f(m)-v(m)
> c3 is less than
that the number of integers ~2 <n for which
f(m)

is. &+o(7&).
By similar

OF PRIME

> log log n

we cm prove

the following

theorems

:

~l!mo~.m~ 1. Let vl(nb)
and v&n) dtxote the numbers of prime fuclor’a uJ
The number of inikgers m < 1~
m of the forms GC+- 1 nttd 4E+ 3 respectively.
The same holds for q(m) < ~~(177,)
for which ~~(na)>~~(rn)
is $n+o(n).
wad hence the number of integers m < n fey which vi(m) = vz(m) is o(n.).
THEOREM
2.
Let A,(m) and A,(m) den.ote the product of all prime
factors of m of the forms 4l,$l
and 4kf3
respectively,
multiple factors
being cou,&ed multiply.
The number
of integers m <n,
for
which
A,(m) > A,(m) is $a+oc)L).
THEOREM
3. The number of integers m <n, the greatest prime
is +n+o(n).
of which is a p&me of the form 4k+l,
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